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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a new evaluation method of relative reducts based on classi¯cation
ability of condition attributes. Extraction of relative reducts and decision rules are important elements
of the data analysis by rough set theory. As an evaluation method of relative reducts, the authors have
proposed an evaluation criterion of relative reducts based on partitions by equivalence classes. However,
this method needs to construct equivalence classes for evaluating relative reducts, and moreover, does not
evaluate each condition attribute. The new method proposed in this paper evaluates relative reducts by
combining evaluation results of classi¯cation ability of condition attributes.



















(U;C [D;V; ½): (1)
????U ?????????C?????????D
?????????V ???? a 2 C [D?????
?????½ : U £ C [D ! V ??? x 2 U ??? a
????? ½(x; a) 2 V ??????????????
?????B µ C [D??????????????
? RB ?????????
xRBy , 8a 2 B;?½(x; a) = ½(y; a) (2)
? 1: ?????
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 d
x1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
x2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
x3 2 3 2 1 2 1 2
x4 2 2 2 2 2 1 2
x5 2 2 3 1 1 2 1
x6 1 2 1 1 2 2 3
???????????????xRBy ? B ????
??????? x? y???????????????
???????????? U ??? fD1; : : : ; Dmg?
????Di ????????????
??????? 1 ????? 1 ?????U=fx1,





RB ?????????? B µ C ????????
????????????Di???????????
RB ?????? B(Di)?????? B(Di)????
???????????
B(Di) = fx 2 U j[x]B µ Dig; (3)
B(Di) = fx 2 U j[x]B \Di 6= Ág: (4)
????[x]B ??? x??????? RB ?????
????????B(Di)??????B??????
??????????????Di?????????
????????? B(Di)? Di ?????????
? 2: ? 1?????
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
x1 ¤
x2 ¤ ¤
x3 fc1,c2,c3,c5,c6g fc2,c3,c5,c6g ¤
x4 fc1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6g fc3,c4,c5,c6g ¤ ¤
x5 ¤ ¤ fc2,c3,c5,c6g fc3,c4,c5,c6g ¤




D1; : : : ; Dm ???????? 2 ?????????
??? A µ C ????
1. A(Di) = C(Di).
2. ??? B ½ A???? B(Di) 6= C(Di).
?????? 1 ?????? fc1, c5g, fc3, c5g, fc5,





??? (U;C [D;V; ½)?????????????
??B µ D??????????(i; j)?? ±ij ???
?????? ¤?????? jU j £ jU j??????
±ij =
8><>:











±ij = ±ji; ±ii = ¤?????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????? Q µ C ?????
(i; j)(1 · i; j · n)???????
























Cov((B; x)! (D;x)) = j[x]B \DijjDij : (7)
????Di ? x 2 Di ????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
???????????B µ C ?????????D
????????? B ??????????????



















?????? 1 ????? B=fc1,c5g ?????
ACov(B) ????????? B ??? xi 2 U (1 ·
i · 6)????? 4?????????????
² (c1 = 1) ^ (c5 = 1)! (d = 1),??? 13
² (c1 = 2) ^ (c5 = 1)! (d = 1),??? 23
² (c1 = 2) ^ (c5 = 2)! (d = 2),??? 1
² (c1 = 1) ^ (c5 = 2)! (d = 3),??? 1
???????????????? 34 ????? (8)
????????????????????????





















½(xi; a) 6= ½(xj ; a);
½(xi; d) 6= ½(xj ; d);




½(xi; c) = ½(xj ; c);
½(xi; d) = ½(xj ; d);
8d 2 D; i > j
9>=>; : (10)
Dis(a)??????????????????? a?
???????? xi? xj ??????Indis(a)???
??????????????? a????????
? xi ? xj ?????????
???? a????????????????







































???? Eval(B) ACov(B) ?? (Eval(B)) ?? (ACov(B))
feggs,milk,aquatic,toothed,legsg 3542.8 0.318 1 3
feggs,aquatic,toothed,legs,catsizeg 3384 0.259 2 17
feggs,aquatic,toothed,breath,legsg 3376.8 0.304 3 6
fmilk,aquatic,backbone,¯ns,legsg 3123.2 0.35 18 1
feggs,milk,aquatic,backbone,legsg 3371.2 0.333 4 2
feggs,milk,aquatic,toothed,legsg 3542.8 0.318 1 3
fmilk,aquatic,toothed,¯ns,legsg 3294.8 0.318 6 3
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